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cally referred to as "latent trait mental measurement" or "item characteristic curve theory," these models have precipitated the development of sophisticated tailored testing techniques which capitalize on the itEm paranetr invariance feature.
In this paper, I will examine this invariance feature for the Birnbaum 2 and -ter logistic models (Birrdbaum, 196E) . The investigation will be in two parts, the first theoretical, the second empirical.
A Theoretical Examination of Parameter Invarianz e
Both models under consideration ha r been developed in the literature (Jensema, 1972; Lord and Novick, 1968) , and will not be fully described here.
The item characteristic curve (ICC) in Figure 1 shows, for Birnbaum's 3 parater logistic model, the regression of abili of a correct response, -1.7ag against the probability -b
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bgg bg" and agyagu. In theory, agi=cg"; home of obtaining good ae parameter estimates, this cannot be of the difficulty cted in practice.
Consider a xatninee whose true ability is 0* and who is a member of both groups, If the shape of the ICC is indeed invariant, this examinee will have the same probability of responding correctly regardless of the 0 scale.
That is, where 01: and spec±.ively.
New numerical values for a and b should be predictable with each _ change in the 0 scale. I will derive and Otscuss such prediction equations for both the Birnb&_:1 2 parameter and the Birnbaum 3 parameter logistic mode s, and finally will descrih an empirical investigation.
Birnbaum's 2 Parameter del
By defini on, (equation 2)
Considering 0" and 0' not equal to be" and bg substituting into (3) in -rting tain, Carets A are used to indi--te that these that both (4) and (5) Lord and In theory, the values for ag and bg do not Change when a guessing paracgt is added. As sudh, equations 4 and 5 Should hold for the three parameter logistic model as well. However, the question will be anered allowing for ' First 04 and 0 are selec±ed such that P(04 Let K' and K" denote solving (6) and (7) for 1.
I1=(c_gl and in
(1:7a '
b Again, these are linear functio__ equations B and 9 reduce to equations 4 and 5 respectively.
Discussion
This demonstration has shown that with both the Birnba meter rels, (1) The 2,609 cases were a part of a stratified random sawle of 6,872 students in the United States' special education for the hexing-ii taking the entire SAT-HI battery in the spring of 1974. Stratification was conducted on type of program and enrollment size of the institution.
The examinees were divi d into two groups based an chronological age on the day of testing. The younger group, group L, ontairied 1,415 subjects; the older group, group H, 1,194
Parameter estimates were calibrated on each group separately using an iterative minimum chi square estimation procedure de loped by Urry (1975).
As suggested by Schmidt and Gugel (1975) , a minimum of 1,000 subjects and 60
needed to obtain satisfactory parameter estimates with the Urry procedure. Since the number of items available on the SAT-HI is less than 60, estimates from both groups may contain somewhat more random erro data were analyzed to test the null hypotheses that (1) wit t equal to zero, there is no strong linear regression of d (2) there is no strong linear regression of bi on LI. Fairly rest tive R 2 were sought. To provide additional information, these regressions were plotted (see Figures 3 and 4) and the product-moment correlations of observed and predicted p raner valnes were cirputed.
Results
In the process of parameterization, 16 and 2 subjects groups L and H respectively, because 0 e timates were unattainable. Item ter estimates were obtained on a total of 41 items common to both gro-s. Bivariate frequency plots of item discrimination val a g from high and low groups.
. In light of the test size, the non-perfect correlations and deviations from the prediction lines are perhaps attributable to the third reason above.
ition programs the ag estimates constantly random error than the bg estimates. In addition, there restriciion in range with regard to this parameter.
lation for the a par ters is to be expected.
Conclusion
In this paper, I have developed the parameter invariance concep 
